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- Adoptive cells therapies consist of the infusion of living cells

into a patients for therapeutic purposes

- In oncology, they mainly involve the transfer of immune

cells for inducing (e.g. dendritic cells) or “importing” an

effective antitumor immune response (e.g. adoptive

transfer of T cells, NK cells etc)

- Adoptive cell therapies are “living drugs”



The "puppy" adoptive T cell therapy







5-y OS
93%



Rosenberg et al Clin Cancer Res 2011











Little puppies grow up .....











PROs

- Different types of antigens can be targeted by redirected T cells:

tissue-specific differentiation Ags (e.g. Melanoma Differentiation

Ags, CD19), Cancer Testis Antigens, mutated antigens, overexpressed

self-proteins (e.g. HER2), viral antigens => more tumor types

targetable

- Shorter manufacturing times => more patients treatable



CONTRA

- NEW TOXICITIES

- On target/off tumor

• gp100-TCR and MART1-TCR can give skin rash, uveitis, 
hearing loss (these Ag are expressed by normal
melanocytes in the skin, retina and inner ear)

• CEA-TCR can lead to severe colitis (CEA is expressed on 
normal GI epithelial cells)

• MAGEA3-TCR can give neurological toxicity

- Off target

• MAGEA3-TCR can cross-recognize titin, a protein
expressed by myocardiocytes

- “Cytokine storm”

- Costs even higher than TILs



New tricks from an old dog ...



Clinical response is strictly related with persistence of 
adoptive T cells in the host..... Must utilize "young TILs" or 
induce in vitro tumor-specific stem cell memory T cells
(CD62L positive). 





1) Strong evidence that higher load of mutations is associated to better
outcome on immunotherapy (e.g. melanoma, squamous NSCLC, bladder
cancer, MSI+ CRC etc)
2) TILs from 21 ACT-responder melanoma patients specifically recognized 45 
mutations (non shared among patients!!)















CAR-T cells!! 





Immune activation related genes

Cancer Testis Antigens

Melanoma stem cells markers

Th1 response after DC vaccination induces upregulation of
melanoma stem cells-associated genes



Th1 response after DC vaccination led to upregulation of
stemness genes

Cell Type Set Size
Overlapping 

Genes
Pvalue

Adjusted 
Pvalue

Embryonic Stem cells 3029 54 8.209E-10 7.388E-9

Neural Stem cells 168 1 0.732 1

Hematopoietic Stem cells 969 9 0.342 1

Mammary Stem cells 306 2 0.691 1

Induced pluripotent Stem cells 80 1 0.465 1

Mesenchymal Stem cells 114 1 0.591 1

Embryonal carcinoma 653 7 0.247 0.812



PostvaccinePrevaccine

Double stainings CD8     /BMI-1



Strong induction of CD8 intratumor immune response shifts
tumors from MITF-high/AXL-low to a MITF-low/AXL-high



Thanks for your attention... 



Thanks for your patience ... 


